JOLLY SAILORS

I am a jolly, jolly soul and I sail the ocean blue.
I have me a bonny, bonny boat and the very finest crew.
We sail and sail around the world, adventure is our job;
And if any sailor dares complain, the deck, I make them swab.

We eat a yummy, runny stew that the cook prepares each day.
There’s all sorts of funny, bumpy lumps, but we eat it anyway.
We eat and sail around the world and see what we can see;
And there is no better life, we know, than sailing on the sea!

We sleep in comfy, cosy bunks when our time on deck is through.
We hear lots of loud and snorty snores, but there’s nothing we can do.
We wake up with the rising sun, as happy as can be;
To be sailing on the open sea, a jolly bunch are we!

A jolly bunch are we!
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